THE LABORATORY RAT IS IMPORTANT for biomedical research, with more than 28,000 publications annually since 1966 and almost 37,000 annually since 1996 (3). The rat genome project has generated numerous resources (Table 1) , including the draft genome sequence, genetic maps, cDNA sequences, consomic rat lines, and additional bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) libraries. Over 700 strains (53) , including transgenic, congenic, intercross, and recombinant inbred lines of rats are being used to understand human biology. The rat has traditionally been thought of as a model for physiological systems, but with the genome sequence and related resources genetic studies are becoming more common.
Although a researcher may think of genome sequences as standardized and defined entities, genome sequences are not all of the same quality and consistency. Understanding the limitations of the data is important to make the best use of them. Fig. 1 shows the steps used to subclone, sequence, and assemble genome sequences; presents some of the limitations of the assembly process; and describes the difference between a "draft" genome sequence and a "finished" genome sequence.
The initial publication of the draft human genome sequence in 2001 (32) was followed by additional draft genome publications (7-9, 30, 34, 35, 35a, 41a, 41b, 42, 48) , along with the publication of the finished human reference genome (10, 12-15, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 36 -39, 43, 45, 46, 51, 56, 57) . At the time of publication, the rat was only the second draft mammalian genome beyond human, and the triangulation possible with the three genomes (human, mouse, and rat) was powerful for informing the genome analysis of the three species.
RESULTS
The Brown Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) genome was sequenced in a project supported by the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) (41a) where the intended product was a draft sequence. This project produced a genome assembly using a variety of sequence and map resources [BAC skim sequence, whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequence, BAC end sequences, BAC fpc map (31)] and a new BAC skim-WGS combined strategy and a new genome assembly program, Atlas (24), that combined the two types of data. Care was taken to increase the quality of the draft since there would not be an opportunity to correct errors during a finishing phase.
The genome assembly was examined in great detail by an analysis group formed by experts in computational biology and rat genetics. Overall, the data were found to be of adequate quality to support the desired analyses and the resulting annotations (41a). Table 2 lists the number of gene predictions reported in the draft rat, mouse, and human genomes and the finished human genome. In addition to the quality of the genome sequence, the statistics depend upon the gene prediction method, the alignment criteria, and the amount of expressed sequence evidence, which is much more abundant for human and mouse than for rat (expressed sequence tags in GenBank in millions: 8.13 human, 4.85 mouse, and only 0.83 rat). Most of the human orthologs are represented, with ϳ90% of the rat genes possessing a single ortholog in the human genome, and careful analysis of rat proteases showed that 93% have 1:1 orthologs in mouse (41a) . Reciprocal best hits between proteins from the three gene predictions sets identified 12,440 1:1:1 orthologs with a mean amino acid identity of 88.0% and mean nucleotide identity is 85.1% (41a) . Although the number of exons per gene and average exon length are similar in the three species (mouse, human, rat), the intron lengths vary with the longest average intron in human, followed by rat and then mouse (41a).
The genome sequence has been upgraded once since the initial publication by replacing the draft with the available finished sequence from BACs (ϳ55 Mb, e.g., from the EN-CODE regions, marked in blue in Supplementary Table S1 ).
has released ϳ1ϫ coverage of the genome in reads from the Sprague-Dawley (SD) strain. The description of the strains that have additional sequence data and the number of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that have been described in each are given in Table 3 , along with the number of sequence reads available and the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) derived from the sequence.
The rat research community has made extensive use of the genome sequence. In addition to its significance as an experimental model for human disease, the rat genome has had a major impact in the analysis of mammalian evolution (22, 33, 40, 41) . The draft genome has received high marks for correcting existing sequences in addition to adding previously unknown sequences (11) . A number of improvements were proposed and funded by the NHGRI to provide an even more complete genome with improved accuracy. This upgrade, the phase 2 genome, includes reassembly of the genome with the latest version of the Atlas assembler, targeted finishing of problematic regions, and a draft sequence of the Y chromosome, which was not represented in the original draft genome.
The current rat assembly (RNOR 3.4) comprises 419 ultrabactigs (regions defined by a path of BACs) comprising 137,000 sequence contigs. The sequence contigs represent 92% of the regions spanned by the ultrabactigs. About 96% of this sequence is mapped on chromosomes; 2 ⁄3 of the remainder is unmapped, while 1 ⁄3 is mapped to a chromosome but unplaced.
The quality of the sequence is reflected in a number of measures. The assembly includes segmental duplications (defined as Ͼ5 kb and Ͼ90% identity) for 2.9% of its bases (41a, 52) . Compared with finished sequence, individual contigs are by and large of finished quality (41a). Thus, the areas that remain to be addressed are regions that pose special problems to genome assembly. These include regions with unusual repeat structures, polymorphisms, possible BAC rearrangements, low sequence coverage (perhaps due to cloning bias), etc. A few specific cases have been pointed out by the rat research community and are being used to define the methods required to upgrade the assembly.
For example, Dr. Tim Aitman presented evidence of a duplication in the Fcgr3 locus implicated in autoimmune nephritis that was not represented in the rat genome assembly. The duplication appears in rat but not in the mouse genome. Fcgr3 has undergone at least two duplications since the divergence of the mouse and rat lineages, and the rat has at least three expressed genes. The syntenic region in humans has also undergone copy number variation associated with disease, and the region is not well resolved in the human genome assembly. Resolving the differences between human, mouse, and rat is important for understanding both disease studies and mammalian evolution.
A second example region of a recent duplication in rats is the Cd36 region that is involved in fatty acid transport and linked to a number of cardiovascular and diabetes disease phenotypes (4). Comparison of finished sequence for human, mouse, and rat would be important for understanding complex diseases and their models. The genomic events of duplication and emergence of pseudogenes are paradigms for the effects of genome plasticity on evolution of complex phenotypes.
A third region of concern is the rat titan locus. Titin is the largest protein known to date, spanning Ͼ2 MB in the genome and showing elaborate alternative splicing.
A final example is a 5 MB region on chromosome 1 that is of interest for phenotypes of stroke (44) , hypertension (16), and metabolic syndrome (27), with a number of candidate genes (P2ry2, P2Y, P2ry6, Pde2a, and Slco2b1). This region has repeat sequences that need to be resolved.
There were also anecdotal reports of regions in the assembly that were not merged due to apparent polymorphism. There were also a few possible regions of misassembly identified by Fig. 1 . Genome sequencing and assembly. Sequencing large genomes is accomplished by subcloning random small pieces of the genome into cloning vectors, sequencing the ends of the clone inserts, and reassembling the pieces. A: chromosomes of the rat, as normally visualized and laid end to end in a virtual linear sequence. B: exploded view of a small region of the genome (expanded ϳ3 orders of magnitude). Below are shown whole genome shotgun libraries prepared in a variety of sizes including bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs, 150 -250 kb, orange), fosmids (35-50 kb, green), and plasmids (2-10 kb, dark blue). C: subclones are sequenced from each end, maintaining the information about the pairing of end sequences and the expected distance between the end sequences based on the insert size of the library. D: the 2 types of information available for sequence assembly; overlaps of reads based on sequence similarity and space of mate-pairs based on subclone library insert size. E: increasing sequence coverage improves the consensus sequence assembly by increasing redundancy, raising the quality of consensus bases, and by adding scaffolding information to order and orient assembled sequences. F: contiguous consensus sequences are called contigs. Contigs that are placed relative to each other based on end-pair information make up sequence scaffolds. G: sequencing is not perfect. Sequence failure causes loss of both the sequence and the clone insert distance information. In some cases, the insert size standard deviation for a sequencing subclone library is too great, and the distance information cannot be used reliably to constrain the assembly. Genomic features can cause cloning bias so that regions (lighter color) are not represented. And there can be a mismatch between the sizes of genomic features and the clone sizes used to sequence the genome such that repeats cannot be spanned. H: draft sequence showing the types of remaining errors. Draft sequences have high-quality sequence in the bulk of the contigs, with remaining errors and low-quality sequence primarily located near the ends of contigs next to remaining sequence gaps. I: finished genome sequence in purple is of high quality, with Ͻ1 error in 10,000 bp. The process of finishing adds sequence coverage (shown in light blue), including directed sequencing reads to a draft sequence to improve automatic assemblies and allow manual breaking and merging of contigs and scaffolds to create a finished sequence. Features such as the transcript sequence of a typical gene shown in black at the bottom can be missing parts (the exon in the region of the light blue sequence reads) or have rearrangements in the draft genome sequence that are corrected in the finished sequence. comparison with the genetic maps (31, 54). Validation of the assembly in these regions would improve the quality and utility of both the sequence and the genetic map.
The later versions of the Atlas software have improved methods to deal with repeats and new modules for heterozygosity in highly polymorphic genomes (48) and more efficient handling of BAC sequences from clone pools. These methods are anticipated to improve the assembly of problematic regions.
Since the release of the v. 3.4 genome assembly, an additional 266 BACs spanning 100 Mb have been finished to human quality standards (47) , and 598 BACs have been brought to a ENCODE ordered and oriented status (6) by the BCM-HGSC. A summary of the available finished sequence is given in Table 4 , and details about each finished clone are given in Supplemental Table S1 . These finished sequences are available for incorporation in an upgraded genome assembly.
The current assembly has additional room for improvement in regions that are not captured by the BAC tiling path. Versions of the Atlas assembly software have been developed and used for WGS-only assemblies of honey bee (8) , sea urchin (48), bovine, and macaque (41b). The macaque genome comparisons of multiple assemblies demonstrated the value of combining assemblies to gain benefits from different methods (41b) . The phase 2 genome will combine unique sequence data from a WGS-only assembly with the data from the combined WGS-plus-BAC assembly for a more complete representation of the genome.
During the initial genome project, the Y chromosome was sequenced to about twofold WGS coverage. One of the reasons for the low coverage was the unusually large size of the BN Y chromosome. The phase 2 genome upgrade includes higher level of sequencing on the Y chromosome using a rat strain with a more representatively sized Y chromosome. The sequencing strategy will combine WGS sequence and low coverage sequence skims from male BAC library clones.
Traditional finishing strategies use a BAC subclone as the substrate and layer additional Sanger sequencing reads from subclones or directed PCR products to increase coverage. Newer sequencing technologies (see review Ref. 5), such as those from Roche's 454 Life Sciences, Illumina's Solexa, and Applied Biosystems' Solid, are available that produce large volumes of sequence data in a short period of time. Combining these high-volume sequence production methods with other methods for finishing such as those that use pooled BAC substrates or regions selected by array hybridization will make it possible to finish many more regions of the rat genome for the same price. These developments will make it possible to address many more of the remaining challenging regions and perhaps to finish the entire rat genome.
There are a large number of rat strains, most of which were developed as models for common complex human diseases (3). A dense radiation hybrid map with ϳ25,000 elements and the detailed comparative maps for rat, mouse, and human link the rat physiology and QTLs to mouse and human genetics. Current limits on QTL mapping in the rat are 2-10 cM; additional SNPs and haplotype maps will be required to reduce the size of these regions.
Although the rat does not yet have as many well-characterized phenotypes associated with single genes as does the mouse, it leads the way in known quantitative genetic traits. A number of rat QTLs have been mapped (e.g., copper metabolism, pituitary tumor growth, aerobic capacity, blood pressure and hypertension, ethanol tolerance, behavioral conditioning, anxiety, fat accumulation, chemical carcinogenesis, arthritis, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease), and in some cases (e.g., the last three listed) the genes have been cloned by position.
Current SNP resources. There are 43,798 rat RefSNPs in dbSNP (37a), with 1,605 validated using functional assays. Dr. Norbert Hübner, funded through the EU STAR program, has generated 2,707,538 SNPs from cDNAs from four strains (SHR, WKY, GK, and SS). These SNPs, as well as the SNPS from the US NHGRI-funded SNP discovery effort (3), will be genotyped in an additional 50 strains through the EU STAR program funding. This genotyping will enable the development of a haplotype map. The previous rat SNP map based on cDNA from four strains (SHRSP, BN, WKY, and SD) has 12,395 interstrain polymorphic sites (55) . The US NHGRI-funded SNP discovery effort (3) has sequenced eight strains (PVG, F344, SS, LEW, BB, FHH, DA, and SHR). The available sequence data is summarized in Table 3 . The estimated yield for these strains is 1 SNP per 500 -600 bp.
Conclusions
The phase 2 upgrade to the genomic sequence will provide a more complete and accurate genome sequence that will, in combination with the additional markers from the SNP discovery project, improve gene hunting via improved correlations between phenotypic data and ancestral sequence origin across many inbred strains and the identification of shared segments in rat strains used for intercross/backcross experiments. In additional to these rat-specific resources, general improvement in genomic tools through the advanced resequencing technologies will allow rapid gene targeted analyses. All of these developments will continue to push the translation of rat models of disease to better understand human health.
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